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PRESIDENT’S CORNER – AUGUST 2020
Dear Crescent City Homebrewers,
While we are now living in the times of a global pandemic many things are changing and are in
a continuous state of flux. This year is looking to be very bleak with our typical club activities,
but I will continue to hold our club meetings outside and will still conduct brewoffs as long as
we can mitigate the risk of getting our members sick. With that said, meetings and
brewoffs are not mandatory and if you are feeling sick or are not comfortable, please do not
attend. Hopefully this virus will miraculously disappear very soon so that we can get back to
normal. But until then we have to stay smart and protect ourselves as well as others.
All of Emerald Coast Beer Festival activities have been cancelled for this year due to the
pandemic, including the Saturday beach party..
Now for some great news! The Crescent City Homebrewers are now officially a 501(c)(3)
organization! Thank you to our Quartermaster, Will Lambert, who dug around and was able to
find a way for us to file quickly and inexpensively. This has been a long road to get
here. Thanks to everyone that was involved in getting us here!
Stay safe everyone, mask up, and keep brewing!
Hector

BREWOFF SCHEDULE FOR 2020 (Subject to Change, Really)
Date

Style

Host

Location

Brewmaster

2/8/20

Scottish Ale

Deutsches Haus

Matt Ault

3/7/19

Rye Something

Monk

4/11/20

Currahee
Socially Distant
Brewoff
Covid
Sucks

A great bunch
of Home
brewers
I mean it really
stinks

1700 Moss St.
NOLA
7967 Barataria Blvd
Crown Point, LA
At a Home brewer's
house near you

6/20/20

Saison
BIABS

Neil Barnett

July
8/29/20

Off
BIABS
Session
IPA

9/19/20

German Alt or
Kolsch
Stout

10/17/20
11/7/20

Neil Barnett

Learn to Home
Brew Day
*BIABS = brewing in a bathing suit
Standard Wort price $30.00

Can't believe I had
to cancel two
Brewoffs
5636 Hawthorne Pl
New Orleans, LA
70124
5636 Hawthorne Pl
New Orleans, LA
70124

William
Thompson
An even greater
bunch of
Brewmasters

Neil Barnett

Peter Caddoo

At a Brewery near
you!

Standard Lunch price$10.00

For any new members, a Brewoff is a group event in which we make 50 gallons of beer with the
Club equipment. The wort is then split up into ten, 5 gallon units. The units are given out to the
Host(1), Brewmaster(1), Chef(1), Equipment Movers(2), and Grunts(5). Guests and Alternates
are encouraged to sign up and join in the fun. Wort participants must bring their own 5 gallon
fermenter, and yeast. If you are interested, email me at neilwbarnett@yahoo.com or sign up at
the meetings. Buy a truck
CCH CALENDAR: https://crescentcityhomebrewers.org/calendar/

BREWOFF NEWS AND SUCH FOR AUGUST
“Sometimes when I reflect on all the beer I drink, I feel ashamed. Then I look into the glass and
think about the workers in the brewery and all of their hopes and dreams. If I didn’t drink this
beer, they might be out of work and their dreams would be shattered. I think, ‘It is better to
drink this beer and let their dreams come true than be selfish and worry about my liver."
George Herman (Babe) Ruth
Hey Buckaroo's,
The days of the week are slowly clicking past, the appalling heat of July is keeping many of us
inside (yeah, that's the reason), and I for one am getting a little tired of it. My short term plans
are to brew some beer this week, go to the August meeting, and get ready for the August
Brewing in a Bathing Suit event.
Due to a scheduling error, the August 29th Brewoff will have to change venues. The new
location will be 5636 Hawthorne Pl., NOLA, my house, and yes, it is still a BIABS event. Peter
Caddoo will be the Brewmaster, and the style is a Session IPA. For those who remember his "No
Hops left Behind" beer, this is an event not to be missed. We still need an equipment mover,
chef, and alternates and guest are also welcome. Due to Covid 19 requirements, the 300#
Speedo rule is still in effect. Also, Speedos cannot be used as face masks. This is a fun event to
make some beer, hang out in the pool, and socialize at an appropriate distance. Take care and
keep brewing, the Dude.
On September 19th, we will be doing a German style Ale. These are German beers with deep
local roots in Dusseldorf and Cologne. They are clean, light ales that go down like water. If you
chose to be the Brewmaster, you can pick the style you want. How cool is that? We also need a
host and everyone else.
October 17th will be a Stout, not much to say about it, you all know how great they are, and
surprise, every spot is open. Don't make me have to beg you.
November 7th is learn to Homebrew Day, and we hope to celebrate the event with a Brewoff
demonstration at one of our commercial Breweries. We did it at Urban South last year and it
was a big hit. With any luck, we may be past most of the Social Distancing rules, and the
breweries will be open. If not, we will have to figure something else out.
If you would like to sign up, contact me at neilwbarnett@yahoo.com. Take care and keep
Brewing. The Dude

MEMBER’S HOMEBREW RECIPE SPOTLIGHT – AUGUST 2020
Dry-Hopped Pilsner – Chad Bowman
Recipe for 10 gallon batch
16 lbs American pilsner
4 lbs Louisiana rice
Lager yeast per package directions.
1 oz German Blanc 60 minutes
2 oz Mosaic 4 days
Mash schedule as follows:
15 minutes at 140
45 minutes at 152 or until conversion
Hops:
2 oz of German blanc at 60 minutes
Dry hop with 4 oz of Mosaic at high krausen
Yeast:
Pitch WLP800 yeast starter yeast at 75 degrees
As soon as you see activity ferment under pressure until you reach desired gravity. Then let rest
two additional days for diacetyl rest with no pressure.

CORRECTION – MEMBER’S HOMEBREW RECIPE SPOTLIGHT – JULY 2020

“Belefonte Ale” Belgian Pale Ale – Greg Hackenberg
**Correction in red**
Belgian Pale Ale
First a note about the style. A response to spread of pilsner and other lager beers after WWI,
BPA drew on the British pale ale tradition to create a more drinkable, lighter colored, dryer beer
than other Belgian styles. They emphasize the malt profile, with toasty and biscuit flavors
common from Belgian malts, and Pilsner malts. Moderate phenols and esters from Belgian
yeast strains, typically spicy and fruity notes, but far more restrained than other Belgian styles.
Hops are typically noble.

Belefonte Ale
This is a beer that is in my regular rotation and was scaled up for a brew off in 2017. A good
crowd pleaser. Use a simple single infusion mash at around 148 degrees. About a 1.052 O.G.
and around 25 IBU’s.
5.5 gallons
6 lbs Belgian Pilsner Malt
2 lbs Vienna malt
1 lb Carared
8 oz Biscuit Malt (Belgian)
4 oz Aromatic Malt
2 oz Chocolate Malt
8 oz Toasted rolled oats (optional and not to style, but amps up the toasty notes)
Water: N.O. tap filtered with 3 grams Calcium Chloride (heaping half teaspoon)
1 oz (or so) Northern Brewer or other not overly dominant hops for about 20 IBU’s
.75 oz Saaz Boil 20 min.
1 oz Saaz Boil 5 min.
Yeast…Okay the best and ultimate is, well, not available: WPL515 Antwerp Ale. Currently in the
vault. This is the yeast from the De Koninck Brewery, which makes one of the best examples of
the style. My second favorite is probably WPL550 Belgian Ale Yeast which is from the Achouffe
brewery (excellent beer, look for the gnome). You want some Belgian character, but a bit more
subdued. The Abby yeasts, IMHO, are too strong. Maybe a blend? Have at it.

BREW FOR THOUGHT – AUGUST 2020

BREWING WITH SUGAR - ignoring the sneer
by Mike Retzlaff

There has been a stigma handed down over the years which casts a pall over the use of sugars in beer
brewing. Using sugar is seen as the folly of a novice or the deceitful act of a cheat. I can remember 30
years ago when beer kits instructed us to combine 3.3 lbs. of canned malt syrup with 2.2 lbs. of table
sugar. The resulting beer was generally less than stellar despite alluring kit names such as Ironmaster,
John Bull, Laaglander, Munton & Fison, and EDME. Critics described many of these beers as
“cidery.” This was a result of using a disproportional amount of simple sugar, the poor quality yeast
which came with the kit, and uncontrolled ferment temps. To better explain this – brewing yeasts
contain an enzyme which breaks the bond of glucose and fructose which form the sucrose molecule.
This takes some energy and could deplete the reserves of already weak yeast as supplied under the
plastic cap of a liquid malt can. That, coupled with fermentation carried out in the garage where the
temps might vary by 20o every day, pretty well explains a lot of the problems. The failure to
understand how everything comes together in the brewhouse led many to disconnect entirely from
using sugars in their beer brewing. The sugar took the blame for the ignorance of the brewer. I can’t
point any fingers as I was as guilty as anyone. There was bliss in ignorance and I was a happy guy.
In 1901, T.W. Lovibond, Managing Director of Newcastle Breweries, stated that he considered sugars
a practical necessity for modern brewing. Newcastle used inverted cane sugar and maize grits. The
use of adjuncts enabled them to brew a better beer more quickly than an inferior all-malt beer. Many
Belgian and British beers require sugars of one sort or another as part of the recipe. Sugar isn’t just a
cheap substitute as many brewing sugars rival or exceed the cost of malt. Sugar is added to provide
flavor & color, to boost OG, and often in big beers, to reduce the residual gravity.
Too high a residual gravity can make the finished beer as cloying as cough syrup. Many Belgian beers
finish under 1.010 even with an OG in the 1.075 – 1.095 range which is not possible even with Belgian
yeast strains unless the ferment-ability of the wort is adjusted. (Bacterial inoculation is another story)
Back in Dec of 2012, plus Feb, Mar, Apr, & May of 2013, Greg Hackenberg wrote a 5 part series for
the HOPLINE which he called “Brewing Like A Brit” and a recipe was included. In May, Jul, and
Aug of 2014 he offered a 3 part series entitled “Brewing Sugars”. You’ll find a wealth of insight on
British beer & culture and the use of sugars in these two series of articles. (check the HOPLINE
archives – CCH website)
Many books available to the home brewer contain certain repeated errors. One of these errors is the
calculation of various sugars as a component of the recipe. Most descriptive texts I’ve found for the
stronger styles of Belgian Ales call for 15 - 20% of the formulation to be sugar. This is a percentage of
the total fermentables; not a percentage of weight of the ingredient list – there is a difference!
As an example, let’s say we want an OG of 1.048 and utilize 6% sugar, we’ll calculate:
 48 X 0.06 = 2.88 X 5.1 gal. = 14.688 / 46 = 0.32 X 16 = 5.1 oz cane sugar. (46 ppg yield)
 48 X 0.06 = 2.88 X 5.1 gal. = 14.688 / 41 = 0.36 X 16 = 5.7 oz corn sugar. (41 ppg yield)
If we want an OG of 1.056 and utilize 12% sugar, we’ll calculate:
 56 X .12 = 6.72 X 5.1 gal. = 34.27 / 36 = 0.95 X 16 = 15.2 oz molasses. (36 ppg yield)
 56 X .12 = 6.72 X 5.1 gal. = 34.27 / 42 = 0.82 X 16 = 13.1 oz Lyles Golden Syrup. (42 ppg yield)
The rest of the extract requirement of these recipes would come from the mash tun. Because a Belgian
Tripel is a normally a very simple recipe, let’s use it as an example to figure the proportions.
1.076 OG using cane sugar @ 17% with a 5.1 gal. yield to the fermenter:
 76 X .17 = 12.92 X 5.1 gal. = 65.89 / 46 = 1.43# or 1# 6.9 oz. cane sugar


76 – 12.92 = 63.08 X 5.1 gal. = 321.7 / 28.6 = 11.25# of Belgian Pils malt @ 75% brewhouse
efficiency. (Belgian Pils yields 28.6 ppg @ 75% eff.)

Note – The first formula calculates the amount of sugar required; the second subtracts that extract
amount from the total and calculates the mash tun’s contribution to the recipe.
Therefore the recipe would include:
11.25# Belgian Pilsner Malt
1# 6.9oz. cane sugar
Remember, mash efficiency only affects the mashed components; not the sugars. The sugars go
directly into the kettle and are not affected by the efficiency of the mash.
Various brewing sugars differ in their sweetness and ferment-ability.
Belgian crystal candi sugars deliver
Cane sugar (sucrose) delivers
Brown Sugar delivers
Steen’s Cane syrup delivers

36 ppg
46 ppg
45 ppg
35 ppg

Belgian sugar syrups deliver
Corn sugar (dextrose) delivers
Molasses delivers
Lyle’s Golden Syrup delivers

32 ppg
41 ppg
36 ppg
42 ppg

Even in something as “normal” as a partial mash recipe, these same formulae can be used.
LME delivers 37 ppg

DME delivers 45 ppg

This routine can be applied to most any beer which includes a sugar component in the recipe. Belgian
Dubbels, Tripels, and Quads are obvious examples. Many British beers can’t be properly made
without sugars. Various British recipes call for treacle, molasses, demerara, muscovado, turbinado,
and/or an assortment of invert sugars. These beers might require as little as 2 – 3%. Maltose is the
main sugar produced in the mash tun but many other sugars definitely have their place in brewing;
commercially and at home. They can be blended in a proportion which satisfies the style the brewer
seeks to produce. In this article I’ve mentioned several percentages of sugar that could be in a recipe.
I’ve seen the percentage of sugars used in a very few recipes as much as 25%. At some point, an
increasing percentage may induce that hot / solventy mouthfeel and aroma that nobody finds pleasant.
Remember, the old malt syrup beer kits called for about 45% table sugar. It didn’t work well then; it
probably wouldn’t work well now. If you’re feeling nostalgic, such kits are still available.
Replace guesswork with a few simple calculations. We aren’t plotting a spacecraft’s trajectory to a
planet in a nearby galaxy. None of this involves calculus or some other scary mathematics. We
learned all of these functions by the end of the 4th grade. All of us want to improve as brewers – here’s
an easy way to move in that direction. It also makes tweaking a recipe easier.
Don’t be afraid to pursue a recipe containing sugars of nearly any sort. As a brewer, you need to think
through your recipe concept and add only those ingredients and amounts which will bring this beer to
fruition. The old bug-a-boo myth against brewing with sugar needs to dry up and blow away. Realize
that those who scoff and sneer at the use of sugars are caught up in the ignorance of a bygone era. Even
though most kits produced mediocre beer at best, they did entice people to start brewing at home. I tip
my hat to them for providing that starting point for many of us.

RARE BEER STYLES – #1 Grisette
by Elvis

(October 2006)

To understand Grisettes it helps to understand Saisons. Saisons were originally brewed to quench
the thirst of field workers after they were done working in the hot summer sun. Since brewing
was difficult in the summer, these beers were usually brewed in the fall after temperatures had
fallen (we can all relate, huh?)
In order to make these beers stable for months of storage, they were fermented very dry and pretty
hoppy. The OG of early Saisons were around 1.045 and were meant to be refreshing. Modern
examples are often much stronger and the term Saison in Belgium has more of a sense of
“seasonal” instead of a “summer” beer meaning. Nowadays, there could even be a dark winter
Saison. Got it?
Okay, back to Grisettes. Remember how Saisons were for field workers? Well, Grisettes were
for miners.
Meant to be a thirst quencher after working in the mines all day, these were similar to Saisons in
profile: golden, crisp, pretty hoppy with a Belgian yeast flavor.
The difference between the two is that Saisons are a bit “wilder” and often use spices while
Grisettes are cleaner and more straightforward; think of it as the Belgian’s Kolsch.
There is only one commercial brewer of Grisette today and they have gone in the direction of
modern Saisons offering amber and dark versions. This is a no brainer for hot New Orleans
brewing as it is crisp and refreshing yet full flavored and can be brewed at close to 90 F.
Here is a basic Grisette recipe for you to brew at home (5 gallons):
7.5# Pils malt
1# Wheat malt
7% AA boiling hops (Goldings, Hallertau, Spalt)
0.5 oz. Styrian or E K Goldings (last 20 min.)
0.5 oz. Goldings (last 2 min.)
Belgian Ale Yeast (this is a good recipe to do 10 gallons and split amongst multiple yeasts to
decide your personal favorite)
Ferment at 75 – 85 F for 1 week, bottle or keg and age for 2 more weeks.
If bottling, prime with 180 – 190 grams of sugar per 5 gallons.
O.G. 1.044
Cheers,

F.G. 1.009

-Elvis

Links
CCH:
Membership Application Form

Local Brewing Supply:
Brewstock New location Jan 1, 2020

Louisiana craft beer info:
Louisiana Craft Brewers Guild

Breweries:
504 Craft Beer Reserve
Big Easy Bucha
Bayou Teche Brewing Co.
Brieux Carré Brewing Company
Broad Street Cider & Ale
Chafunkta Brewing Co.
Courtyard Brewery
Crescent City Brewhouse
Gnarly Barley Brewing Co.
Gordon Biersch
Miel Brewery & Taproom
New Orleans Lager & Ale Brewery
Old Rail Brewery
Parish Brewing
Parleaux Beer Lab
Port Orleans Brewing •
Royal Brewery
Second Line Brewing
Urban South Brewery
Please watch this page. It will be updated, revised, edited etc every month. I have much more to add. Will be adding beer
festivals next month
Missing links – just email them to Hopline@CrescentCityHomebrewers.org!
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